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Potluck Dinner Meeting
a n n u a l

On Saturday, June 4th at 7 pm, we will celebrate our 40th anniversary at our annual meeting and the return of our
“Friends, Food, and Freebies” potluck dinner! It has been such good fun these last two years that it is welcome again.
Please join us for this enjoyable evening. Please consider bringing a dish, homemade or purchased, to add to our fare.
We will provide the drinks. Louise Harris is waiting to hear what you’d like to bring. You can reach her either by
phone - 301.596.7773 or email at louikecole@comcast.net. You are most welcome to come even if you are not able to
bring a food item. We will also have tables out to share your work. It's always interesting and worthwhile to see what
others are working on or have accomplished. All levels of abilities are appreciated and welcome!
More 40th anniversary events are planned in the fall and possibly into early next year. As plans firm up, you will
know so that you may plan to include these events in your schedule!
I’d like to share with you my thanks - our thanks - for the privilege of having worked for and with all of you as your
president. There are so many members doing so much everyday for this guild we love and enjoy! Everyone’s efforts
are appreciated more than I can say. My part in it all has been more joy than I’d imagined. For personal and health
reasons, both Gretchen, veep, and I are retiring from these offices we’ve held for the last five years. We are hopeful
that two people will step forward to take on these not-so-difficult and very satisfying jobs working with the bright
minds and kind souls on the board. As of this day no one has agreed to come aboard. Please be in touch with Derrick
should you consider or reconsider this choice. You will not regret taking on this volunteer opportunity and you will
have the satisfaction of helping out our guild, as well. Please know that the continuing good health of the Guild
depends on members willing to assume leadership position(s).
		
Thanks again, and I wish you all the very best!
								

Warmest regards,

proposed slate of officers

Pamn

President - ??? : Vice President - ??? : Secretary - Gilda Penn : Treasurer - Derrick C. Tabor
Member-at-large - Tiiu Kera

O

		

f y i . . .

ne of the benefits of membership in the Washington Calligraphers Guild is two issues of Scripsit
per year, one in the Spring and one in the Fall. Towards the end of last year, you received the
Spring issue, which we hope you agree was worth waiting for. Michael Clark’s beautiful pointed
pen issue was delayed for reasons beyond his or our control. If you liked the work you saw, stayed tuned
because he had so much material, he will be editing a follow-up issue in the Fall of 2017.
You did not receive a second issue for last year, because we are planning a special double issue on the life
and work of Hermann Zapf to arrive at your homes in early Summer. Hermann was a treasured friend of the
Guild and reknown calligrapher and type designer who was sadly lost to us last year. We hope again that the
result will be well worth the wait. Thank you for your patience.
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membership news
washington calligraphers guild
— board of directors —

A very warm welcome to our newest members.We’re so
very glad to have you!

– officers –

Phillip Ciske – Marshall, Virginia

Barbara Close – La Mirada, California
Randall Hasson – Santa Fe, New Mexico
Deborah Ignatowski – Lutherville, Maryland
Louise Megginson – Ashton, Maryland
Beth Osman – Redmond, Washington
Emily E. Wahl – Washington, District of Columbia
Mary Wang – Rockville, Maryland
Lubna Zahid – Reston, Virginia

president: Pamn Klinedinst
pklinednst@aol.com / 301-654-6049
vice president: Gretchen Elson
gmelson@cox.net / 703-591-5482
treasurer: Derrick C. Tabor
dtab221@yahoo.com / 301-330-7729
secretary: Gilda Penn
gildapenn@comcast.net / 301-315-0330
member-at-large: Tiiu Kera
t.kera@verizon.net / 301-216-4842

Our sincere thanks to the following members who have renewed/
joined at the Patron and Supporting levels. We truly appreciate
your generosity!

registered agent: Bob Flory
bobandsue@theflorys.net / 703-569-4331

– standing committees –

PATRON

audit: John Stackpole
jstackpo@alum.mit.edu / 301-292-9479

Issac W. Cole – Columbia, Maryland
Claire B. Ingley – Gaithersburg, Maryland

budget & finance: Derrick C. Tabor
dtab221@yahoo.com / 301-330-7729

SUPPORTING

Ninfa Abad – New York, New York
Martha Boccalini – Oakland, California
Sally Heaphy – Baltimore, Maryland
Denice H. Nitschke – Yulee, Florida
Mary Ellen Robinson – Hagerstown, Maryland
Lynn A. Zigoris – Vienna, Virginia

bulletin liaison: Pamn Klinedinst
pklinednst@aol.com / 301-654-6049
education: Monica Cimino
mocimino@verizon.net / 301-926-6385
exhibits: Maureen Squires
maursquires@gmail.com
fundraising/calligrafest co-chairs:
can you help?
librarian / archivist: Lucinda Fitch Wright
LFWright214@gmail.com
mailings: Phyllis Ingram / 703-385-9750
pgingram1@verizon.net
membership: Sue Flory
bobandsue@theflorys.net / 703-569-4331
nominating: appointed in January
programs: can you help?
publicity: Felecia McFail
publicity_wcg@fohta.com / 703-892-6262
scholarship: Marta Legeckis
morkaleg@yahoo.com / 301-493-8907
scripsit liaison: can you help?
website: Lorraine Swerdloff

The Bulletin of the Washington Calligraphers Guild is published eight times per
year from September - May with a special workshops issue in January.
The deadline for submissions for the September issue is August 15, 2016. We
welcome your contributions. Please send digital files for text, photos and artwork
(reflecting all levels, from beginner to advanced) to pklinednst@aol.com. Your
submissions will be interpreted as permission to use in the Bulletin, unless
otherwise specified. We will use your submissions on a space-available basis and
may reduce your artwork to accommodate available space. Mention in the Bulletin
does not constitute endorsement by the Washington Calligraphers Guild.
The Washington Calligraphers Guild, Inc., is a Virginia non-profit corporation,
with an IRS tax designation of 501(c)(3). The guild’s mailing address is P.O. Box
3688, Merrifield, VA 22116-3688. Visit our website at www.calligraphersguild.org.

— artwork by Carol DuBosch
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New!

waters rising letters from florence

by Sheila Waters

Order your own signed copy from Sheila or Julian Waters
Fifty years after the Florence Flood, renowned calligrapher Sheila Waters
recounts the story of the leadership role that her husband Peter Waters
(1930–2003) played as Technical Director, developing the complex system
to restore thousands of damaged rare books at the National Library of
Florence (BNCF) after the devastating flood of 1966. In a detailed picture
of the events from the ensuing early months, Sheila presents nearly 50 of
Peter’s letters, written between the end of November 1966 and April 1967
in which he compellingly described day to day challenges and progress,
and her own supportive letters back that kept Peter up to date on the
home front in England. Published by The Legacy Press, designed by
Cathleen Baker & Julian Waters. 496 pages, 283 photographs, most taken
by Peter. Introduction by Randy Silverman. The accompanying free DVD
of Roger Hill’s film "The Restoration of Books, Florence, 1968", shows technical
operations and rare footage of Peter making a simple leather binding.

Middle:
A typical damaged
rare book.
Above right:
The main reading
room at the BNCF
transformed
into a temporary
mending area
and bindery
Below:
Peter & Sheila
at the BNCF,
Florence 1967

16

Sheila Waters, 2016

Order your own signed copy!

waters rising
letters from florence

Published by The Legacy Press, in the 50th anniversary year of the Florence flood
Signed: $50 in person or $50+$10 shipping. PayPal to waterslettering@yahoo.com
or cash or check to Sheila Waters, 851 Boyle Road, Fairfield, PA 17430
waters_sheila@yahoo.com (717) 642-6637 waterslettering@yahoo.com
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Personality of Letterforms withRandall Hasson

S

— Joan Machinchick

even of us gathered in the studio at the Columbia Art Center for
this workshop, enthusiastically guided on our adventurous journey by Randall
Hasson, for three days in
April.
We started with several
non-recognizable writing
systems, developed at
various times in world
history by different
cultures, all influenced by
their environments and
languages and by the tools,
materials and mediums
available to them.
Selecting one, we each
copied a line as accurately
as possible, matching our
tools to those that might
have been used in the
original. We challenged
our perceptions of
letterforms as we
attempted to analyze these first studies for
texture and form, then broke each letter apart into its individual component strokes.
Later we assembled those strokes into abstract symbols that could have been new
letters, creating our own structures and rules.

With our new individual
“writing systems” we designed
pages, using tools as diverse
as traditional steel nib, brush,
reed, stylus and ruling pen.
We worked either in large
watercolor journals or on
large sheets of watercolor
paper, using acrylic inks and
paints or other mediums of our
choosing.
We continued to analyze and
refine our chosen texts until, by
the end of the three days,

we could, if we chose, go on using the forms we developed to create a
unique, readable alphabet. But for the duration of this workshop it was
fascinating to simply learn from designing the abstract forms, and to
use them to design pages, without attaching any meaning to the shapes
themselves.
Our final pages bore very little resemblance to the writing systems we
had selected as our bases and the personalities of the resulting letterforms
became as unique as the personalities of the participants themselves.
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personality of
letterforms

cont’d...

The three days were liberally sprinkled with insights into a variety of
subjects, as Randy shared his knowledge of them with us, from the
development of acrylic paints and mediums and their diverse uses,
interference paints and why they work the way they do, the canons
of page construction, the history of the development of Speedball
pens, their inventor, Ross F. George, and the uses of the various nibs
(all the subject of a forthcoming book by Randy), to the development
of a new alphabet system from concept to digitization in present day
South Africa, as well as behind the scenes filming of Black Bart (Randy
himself) writing his memoirs aboard ship in the Special Features DVD
of “Pirates of the Caribbean.”
Participant’s work (in various stages) shown on page 4, clockwise from upper left: Monica
Cimino; (Randall); Joan Machinchick; Jennifer Nicholson. Page 5, clockwise from upper left:
Journal page and journal by Maureen Squires; Lubna Zahid; Lee Ann Clark; Terry Meisner.
				— photos (except Randall) by Joan Machinchick
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From the

Niblets

calusa scribes of fort myers, florida

A collection of shortcuts, hints, and tips
gathered from newsletters, workshops, and the grapevine.
To revive markers that have dried up, remove the cap and add a
few drops of water to the barrel, wait a few minutes then try the
pen. You may have to add a few more drops. This will give your
markers a new life. Bobbi Robertson
Refill dry felt-tip pens by soaking them overnight in a bottle of ink.
Colorado Calligraphers Guild
Here’s a fun way jazz up a marker stroke. Begin with a wide Zig
marker, and color just the middle of the broad edge with the tip of
another marker. When you write, you will have a contrasting stripe
down the middle of each stroke. Karen Charatan
Empty film canisters make good storage containers for your nibs –
just remember to label them. Memphis Calligraphy Guild
On this same note – since most people now use digital cameras and
film canisters are short in supply -- empty prescription bottles can
also store nibs. Wash them out, remove the original label, and then
add a new label with the size and type of nib inside. Michiana
Calligraphy Guild
Save those little silica-gel packets that come in show boxes, in
vitamin bottles, etc. Put one of them in your nib containers after
you clean them. The packets will absorb the excess moisture and
prevent rust. American Academy of Calligraphy & Letter Art
Clean dried ink from nibs with the lead of a number two pencil.
The graphite polishes the metal and prevents rusting. Calligraffits
Use fabric calligraphy markers when you want waterproof
envelope addresses. Charlotte Cappelli
When Pentel Brushes run out of ink, they can be dipped in ink or
gouache with good results. The Pen Crafters Guild
Try putting dried up glue sticks in water to reconstitute them.
The Western Reserve Calligraphers

a health alert: Embossing powder is synthetic resin

(nylon) and releases fumes when heated. Work in a well ventilated
area. Do not leave food exposed to fumes. Clean spilled powder
with a damp cloth, do not vacuum as this may further disperse the
particles. Remember that chemical effects are cumulative.
The Western Reserve Calligraphers
A Mitchell reservoir on a copperplate nib will produce great
flourishes. The Legible Scribble
If you have a heavy hand use Brause nibs, for a lighter hand use
Mitchell nibs Inklings
The suffixes “-gami” and “-shi” in Japanese paper names simply
mean paper. The Legible Scribble
After washing out brushes, draw both sides over a sheet of packing
tape – the kind that you have to wet. This will keep your brushes
slightly stiff until your next use. Fran Strom Sloan’s Flat Brush
Writing video
To facilitate the tearing of paper, glue the metal serrated tear strips
from a box of Saran Wrap or box of foil to the back of a ruler.
Houston Calligraphy Guild

Words for the Journey

– artwork by Lee Ann Clark

hope these help - lots more to share in future issues!

from
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gallery space

– More works from Words for the Journey - clockwise from top left: Terry
Meisner; Kristen Doty; Nancy Culmone (photos by Ann Czapiewski)
Left: Smithfield Fraktur by Elizabeth Foster
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– artwork by Martin Parker of www.parquillian.com/cards
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